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W
hen I Was asked to WrIte an Insert 
for Fender Magazine’s first issue I thought of 
different ways to write an irreverent, cool piece. 
But after a few minutes I thought, to hell with 
it. Let’s just tell the truth for once!

Fender musical instruments have shaped my life well beyond 
imagination. When I was a little kid I listened to the radio like 
it was my best friend. I hung on every musical note and still 
remember every catchy guitar line or riff I have ever heard. that 
was my escape, and still is. But it wasn’t until years later that I 
connected the bands and songs I loved to a company named Fender.  
I actually knew what a stratocaster looked like before I knew who 
made it. It’s the guitar that hendrix played… and so on. I’ve always 
felt like music was the emotional outlet that you can’t get from 
anything else. For me, this intangible force was life-shaping and, 
dare I say, larger than life itself. 

If you’re reading this and you’re under 65 years old, Fender has 
been working hard throughout your lifetime to make our world 
a better, more musical place. Working closely with many of the 
people at Fender for years has been great. Fender is like a company 
of skilled musical ‘superfans’, who all want to make the biggest and 
best musical instruments of the past, present and future all at once.

the hallways at Fender headquarters are filled with musicians, 
technicians and history. I’m a bit older now, but will forever be a kid 
– and although I don’t believe in santa Claus anymore, I do believe 
that if he does exist, his workshop looks something like Fender’s.
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New for 2012 is the Fender Select Series. This elegant range of Fender guitars and 
basses offers choice tonewoods, handcrafted finishes, the very best necks  

and fretboards, and specially voiced pickups. Here’s the lowdown  
on ‘Fender’s finest’ at affordable prices…

SElEct INdIVIdUAlS
SElEct INStRUMENtS

for

The Strokes’ Albert 
Hammond Jr. steals 
a moment with 
his ravishing new 
companion, the  
Fender Select 
Telecaster
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Fender Select 
Stratocaster

ender makes a lot of guitars,  
and it can sometimes be confusing to 
differentiate between a lot of the models.  
We wanted to make a capstone to the 

product line – high-end and beautiful. there have been 
a lot of “boutique” companies who, shall we say, “work 
on our platforms”, so we wanted to restate fender’s 
60-year heritage. that’s 60 years of wood selection, of 
craftsmanship, components, knowledge… this series is 
a reassertion of fender’s longevity and position, and of 
the fact that we are looking forward as well as back.

“there are different types of people. some like their 
jeans to be distressed, some like their jeans brand-new 
or tailored. We’ve maybe had a gap in that more artful, 
more beautiful area – an exotic-wood guitar. We’ve 
done it before, but not on a traditional stratocaster, 
telecaster or Precision Bass or Jazz Bass design…”

JUStIN NORvEll, vICE PRESIDENt OF MaRkEtING FOR FENDER 
ElECtRIC GUItaRS, ExPlaINS thE REaSONING bEhIND FENDER’S  

NEw SElECt SERIES

‘‘f the fender select stratocaster 
looks like a classic strat, but with its dark 
cherry Burst gloss-lacquer finish and 
natural binding on a flame maple-topped 
body, it looks prety opulent. its modern 
‘c’-shaped neck is super-playable, and all 
other components are top-grade. there is 
impressive detail in its parchment-black-
parchment three-ply pickguard, as well as 
a refined “engine” courtesy of those new 
fender select pickups.

the new maple-topped bodies have 
been a tricky proposition, says norvell: 
“We’ve had to reinvent a lot to produce the 
select series. the carved tops have been a 
challenge, the compound-radius fretboards 
on this scale of production was a challenge. 
and the finishing was a challenge. the 
stains on these guitars are all rubbed-in by 
hand. it’s not a regular paint process, but it 
helps the great sunken-in grain look. this 
isn’t just paint on top of a wood grain.”

Fender Select 
Stratocaster HSS

The Fender SelecT STrATOcASTer 
hSS replaces one single-coil pickup with 
a humbucking pickup for more attack. 
It still looks “boutique” though, with 
its Antique Burst gloss-lacquer finish, a 
modern ‘c’-shaped birdseye maple neck, 
and a player-friendly compound-radius 
rosewood fretboard. Justin norvell: “All the 
Select Strat guitars’ pickups sound smooth 
and glassy, creamy with distortion: they’re 
modern-sounding, but with the intrinsic 
characteristics of what you’d expect a 
Stratocaster to sound like.”

Magazine

“We wanted to restate Fender’s 
heritage. that’s 60 years of 

wood selection, of craftsmanship, 
components, knowledge… 

It’s a reassertion of Fender’s 
longevity and position”

The stunning  
flame-maple tops 
adorning the Select 
Series are a first for 
Fender, at least on its 
classic models 



Fender select
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Fender Select 
Telecaster

the fender select carved koa 
top telecaster is perhaps the most visually 
stunning of the new models. that’s thanks 
to the sienna edge Burst gloss-lacquer 
finish, on a lightweight empress body 
with a carved koa top. “We got to playing 
with different woods,” says Justin norvell. 
“We did the tele-bration guitars in 2011: a 
bamboo telecaster, laminates, spruce tops. 
and out of that came the koa. one of the 
really cool things is that the control plate 
bends with the carved top. it’s flush, and 
recessed. it’s a cool touch.” 

these guitars may not look like worn 
’50s specimens, but norvell says they sound 
the part. “the pickups are fat and sound 
almost overwound, but they’re intrinsically 
what you know as a telecaster.”

Fender  
Carved Koa  
Top Telecaster

Fender select 
Carved Maple  
top telecaster 
This is similar in build 
to the Koa, but with a 
carved flame-maple 
top. You still get a 
modern ‘C’-shaped 
flame-maple neck, plus 
a satin lacquer finish. 
Fender staff spent two 
years in R&D testing 
the Select Series, with 
much focus on the 
woods to be used. 
Justin Norvell: “We 
eventually lined up 
15 to 20 instruments, 
made out of different 
wood combinations, 
and played them  
‘blind’. And we  
chose the  
best-sounding.”

ho are these fender select series guitars for? norvell 
says: “the idea is, if someone walks into a dealer, and they haven’t spent weeks 

researching the nuances of all the models fender makes, but just asks: What’s  
the ‘best’ one? Well the select series is pretty much it. they’re guaranteed to  

sound good, they have the best woods, the best pickups… that’s the vibe.”W
the telecaster Was fender’s 
first legendary guitar model. 60 years 
on, it’s been reborn, with ornate looks 
and formidable sonic substance. there’s 
a violin Burst gloss-lacquer finish 
and natural binding, atop a resonant 
honeycomb-chambered ash body with 
a solid flame-maple top. the modern 
‘c’-shaped birdseye maple neck has a 
comfortable contoured heel and, as with  
all fender select series guitars, it’s adorned 
with a rear-headstock “fender select” 
medallion. the weight of all these guitars 
has been a key issue for the designers.

Justin norvell explains: “all select 
series guitars are under eight pounds.  
We have a new type of chambering on the 
tele. it’s like a labyrinth or maze in the 
body, which leaves the weight balanced  
but everything still sounds great.”
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To think, when it 
was first released, 
the Telecaster 
was mocked by 
competitors for 
lacking style… 

Koa is an unusual electric 
guitar tonewood choice –  
it’s more often used to 
make acoustics – but it 
works beautifully with  
this carved-top design
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Pickups and prices
The Fender Select Series boasts all-new pickup 
designs. Says Justin Norvell: “We started with the 
most highly regarded, best-selling pickups in our 
line. We zeroed in on some of the Custom Shop 
pickups: the Fat ’50s, the Broadcaster pickups 
for Tele guitars, the ’60s Jazz Bass pickups. We 
adjusted the windings, all sorts of things. We wanted 
each pickup to give the best of all worlds. The Select 
Series is a ‘bridge’, if you like, to the Custom Shop 
guitars… but with quite a gap in the pricing.”

Fender Select 
Precision Bass

Fender Select 
Jazz Bass

the Precision Bass Was the 
first commercially successful solidbody 
electric bass guitar, and fender’s new 
select Precision Bass adds craft and sonic 
punch to this heritage. the combination 
of two-color sunburst gloss lacquer and 
a flame-maple top is unprecedented for 
a Precision Bass: add newly designed 
pickups, compound-radius neck and black 
pearloid position inlays and you have a 
new, luxurious take on a classic. 

The Fender SelecT JAzz BASS AImS 
for style and power, with a striking Amber 
Burst gloss-lacquer finish and flame-maple 
top. And the pickups took a lot of work. 
Justin norvell says: “The Select Jazz Bass 
pickups are super-fat, but they can still 
growl. The neck pickup can almost take  
you into P Bass territory. I think I’m most 
proud of these pickups. We went through  
so many versions and revisions, but we  
got them sounding fantastic.”

hese particular Fender Select Series 
instruments won’t be around forever.  
Justin Norvell explains: “I feel these are all 

special and collectible. And they’re limited. I feel the 
line will reinvent itself every year – what you see now 
won’t be in the line in 2013. Because by then, we’ll 
have new Select models. New designs, new woods, new 
innovations… you could see Select Jazzmaster guitars 
for example, bubinga wood being used, who knows?” 

thE FUtURE  
oF FENdER SElEct

t

What’s this?
Scan this with the QR 
reader on your smart 
device to go straight to 
the Fender Select HD 
movie Selected

“Ithe line will reinvent itself 
every year. What you see now 

won’t be in the line in 2013. 
Because by then, we’ll have new 
select models. New designs, new 

woods, new innovations”

Guitar players get all 
the glory – so upstage 
yours with one of 
these. Plus, thanks to 
its new pickup design, 
the Select Series Jazz 
Bass has the tonal 
versatility to back up 
its flaming looks 

You’ve come a long 
way, baby: Fender’s 
Precision Bass was 
the first successful 
electric bass, and this 
Select model is one of 
the finest examples
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Pawn shop Amps

Retro radio meets Cold War cool with two new combos  
from the Pawn Shop Special range

The PAWn  
ShOP GreTA

six decades on, fender has launched 
two new tube amps in the Pawn shop 
special range that nod affectionately 
to the ’50s radio-as-guitar amp trend: 
we’ll start with the 13-watt excelsior. 

sporting brown textured vinyl 
covering, a stylish ‘e’ grille design and 
a rather fetching cross-swords badge 
on the front panel, the excelsior exudes 
cold War cool.

the amp’s simplicity belies a 
powerful feature set. there’s authentic 
grunt from two 12aX7 preamp tubes 
and two 6v6 output tubes powering a 
single 15-inch special design speaker 
– and there’s no danger of unwanted 
detuned-station hiss either. 

fender has equipped the excelsior 
with novel “guitar”, “microphone” 
and “accordion” inputs, each with 

optimized circuitry. Built-in tremolo 
adds pulse; there’s a bright/dark 
switch, and a 1/4-inch internal speaker 
disconnect enables the amp to drive 
an external speaker cab. from clean to 
raw and raucous, the excelsior packs 
the tones to match its retro appeal. 

The Excelsior offers 
warm retro tone via 
its guitar, microphone 
and accordion inputs  

“13-year-old Jeff Beck 
used a radio as a guitar 
amp, two years before 
joining his first band…” 

BAck In The AuSTere dAyS 
of 1950s Britain, when rock ’n’ roll 
began to cross over the Atlantic, 
young cash-strapped guitarists 
searching for the sounds they heard 
over the airwaves would frequently 
convert the old tube radios they 
encountered the music on in the first 
place into amps for their guitars.

It wasn’t actually too difficult 
– conveniently enough, radios 

generally housed most of the 
parts needed for conversion into a 
makeshift guitar amp. All it required 
was the enthusiasm, a bit of  
know-how and, of course, a radio. 

rafts of inventive teenage players 
used this method, including the 13-
year-old Jeff Beck who, back in 1957, 
was using a radio as a guitar amp 
– two years before joining his first 
band, the deltones. 

The PAWn ShOP 
excelSIOr 2

1

fender’s other Pawn shop star is the 
greta. Place this little beaut on the family 
breakfast table and the chances are dad will 
attempt to tune into the morning news – so 
convincing is its retro radio vibe. Weighing 
in at a bijou two watts, with a four-inch 
special design speaker, the greta features 
bright red wooden front and back panels, 
with a gold-finished metal top and sides.

a 12aX7 preamp tube and 12at7 output 
tube power the greta, with volume and tone 
controls producing low-volume clean and 
crunchy overdriven sounds (an old-school 
vu meter displays “clean” to “overload”).

there’s also the option to plug in an mp3 
player, so the greta doubles as a stereo or 
playalong practice tool. all that remains is 
for you to tune in to this pair’s Pawn shop 
tones – you’re sure to uncover a  
brand-new retro vibe to your playing.

1Pawn again

2
The Greta has a handy 
built-in input for an mp3 
player, so you can use it  
as a stereo and play along  
to your tunes through  
the amp’s four-inch 
Special Design speaker

PhOtOGRaPhy: Philip Sowels
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You’ll need to be quick to get your hands on one of the first ever,  
limited edition Fender Magazines. so make sure you reserve  

your copy now at an authorised dealer.
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